
KEY AREAS OF INFORMATION

The content of each planned acquisition for Chairman review or approval should be
comprehensive for its intended purpose. The key areas of information, provided below, should
be used as a tool in developing each planned acquisition. Items should be checked to indicate
they are addressed in the planned acquisition documentation or noted as not applicable (N/A),
and included in the "background" section of the planned acquisition package for EDO signature.

Key Areas of Information Checkmark *

or N/A
1. How best can this work be carried out (in-house, commercial contract, 1
small business, sole source, task order contract, DOE Laboratory,
Interagency Agreement, other) and why.
2. Is it a new contract, a follow-on contract, an amendment/modification, or 1,2
extension?
3. Is this action to complete something or to maintain something? 1
4. Is this new programmatic work or a procurement modification for 1,2
continuation of work?
5. If new work, what is it and what is the expected outcome? NA
6. If a continuation of work
- how long has this specific type of work been conducted by the agency? 1

- what did the prior contract/s accomplish? 1,3

- have there been previous modifications or extensions? 2

- are there new requirements? 1

- what is the expected outcome of the new contract? 1

- have all tasks from the prior contract been completed? If not, what tasks 3
from the previous contract will be continued under the new contract?

- is the new contract dependent on the previous contract being completed? 3

- is any funding being moved? 4

- do we need to continue to do the work the same way - why or why not? 1
7. Is there related work and/or related contracts that support the same type of 3
work or program? What are they, how are they related, how do they
collectively accomplish the expected programmatic objectives? Would a
schematic add clarity/value?
8. Where will we be in 5 years - what is the expected programmatic outcome? NA
9. Does the SOW clearly differentiate between contracted work and staff 4
work?
10. How does this work support the program and the associated budget that 3-4
the Commission approved? (Strategic Plan outcomes too broad - what is the
program and what needs to be accomplished).
11. Are there SRMs, policy guidance, etc., directing this work? NA
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Key Areas of Information Checkmark *

or NIA
12. Have the appropriate offices been involved in the development of the 4-5
acquisition package? (e.g., OIS for IT related acquisitions)
1 3. Are there any policy or funding issues (internal or external) associated NA
with the work (existing, potential)? (e.g., DOE license application for HLW)?
14. Is there a potential organizational conflict of interest (OCOI)? Have there 4
been any OCOI waivers? Has there been an. organizational conflict of
interest, and if so, what was the disposition?

1 5. Has the acquisition been planned to allow for adequate time for 1
development and review at all levels (office, ADMg e O,ne e Chairman)?* commercial contracts, DOE Laboratory Agreements, Interagency Agreements

Office: Office of tlhe Chief Financial O0f/cer
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